
Priority 2

• Improving children and young 
people’s access to education 
(early years to post 16) and 
supporting positive transitions 
into adulthood

Herefordshire’s and Worcestershire’s All Age Autism Strategy

Priority 1. Understanding and acceptance within society
Priority 2.Improving access to education and positive transitions
Priority 3. Supporting into employment
Priority 4. Tackling Health and Care Inequalities
Priority 5. Building the right support in the community
Priority 6. Support in criminal and youth justice systems
Priority 7. Keeping safe

Timeline this stage
Action Planning : August/September

Draft Strategy:  October
Commence approvals: November



We need your help!

• Have a look at national messages ( a few slides)
• Have a look at the headlines from the work already happening (a few 

slides)
In break out room:
• Have a look at the information from the survey
• Have a good discussion sharing your experience and thoughts
• As a group- agree 3-6 top priorities for the high level action plan



Improving children and young people’s access to education and 
supporting positive transitions into adulthood- national strategy

• CYP with autism to access the 
right support

• Within school
• Outside of school
• Sufficient specialist education provision
• School staff confident about supporting 

CYP with autism
• Anti- bullying links policies, links with 

Mental Health Support Teams, staff 
training and Designated SMH leads 

Inclusive support enables CYP to 
reach their potential
Fewer permanently excluded or 

suspended due to behaviour-
preventing escalation
More YP live well in their 

communities
More YP find jobs /FE & HE & 

other opportunities
Prevent crisis and MH inpatient 

admissions



What does “good” look like?
• Everyone who supports me remembers that every child or young person (CYP) 

with autism is unique, and their educational needs can vary widely.
• Fostering a culture of acceptance and understanding within the school or college 

community is vital for the overall success and well-being of children with autism.
So I need…..
• Trained and Supportive Educators: specialised training provided to teaching 

and support staff to effectively work with children on the autism spectrum. This 
includes understanding autism, recognizing individual communication and sensory 
needs, and implementing evidence-based teaching strategies

• Communication and Social Skills Development: a strong emphasis on 
enhancing communication and social skills. Speech therapy, augmentative and 
alternative communication (AAC) systems, and social skills training that can help 
children with autism better connect with peers and navigate social situations.

• This means there is regular communication and collaboration between educators, 
parents, and therapists because it is essential to adapt and refine strategies as 
each CYP progresses. 



Priority support group headlines
• 4 new autism bases opened 9/23 (32 

places)
• Early Years improvement work is a good 

practice model-
• Effective early identification and joined up 

working with settings and health
• links with paediatricians has improved 

referrals, links with range of teams has 
improved referral next steps

• Playplans and setting adjustments across 
sector

• Pilot post diagnostic group offer in Ross to 
be extended

• 50% schools took up AET training (below 
target- mixed reviews)

• Good training and development in college 
needs extending whole sector

• Early Help inclusive offer e.g. Fearless 
parenting not well enough communicated

• Low confidence in data capturing autism 
as main need

• Schools into community link project being 
scoped

• Work to improve employer confidence 
and employment opportunities is urgent  



Survey- who responded? 
• 67 specific responses to Priority 2 comments indicate includes some YP with autism 

diagnosis

3%

58%

6%

6%

15%

3%

18%

Education setting for self/child Priority 2 survey responses (n=67)

nursery mainstream school specialist school home schooling FE n/a other



Priority 2- Survey Results

Who responded
Education and Health and Care Plans (EHCPs)
Participation in the community
Access to vocational education 
Social Care assessment and support for transition



Timing Agenda Item
10 mins Welcome and introduction to the Autism Strategy, national messages and Priority 2

Paralllel 
break out 
rooms
25 minutes

Education and EHCPs
• Feedback from questionnaire and task group
• Top 3 key actions 

Social care assessment and support for transition
• Feedback from questionnaire and task group
• Top 3 key actions 

15 minutes Facilitator feedback and comfort break
Parallel 

break out 
rooms

25 minutes

Participation in the Community
• Feedback from questionnaire
• Top 3 key actions 
Access to Vocational Education
• Feedback from questionnaire
• Top 3 key actions 

10 minutes Feedback and Next Steps

Open session Ends 



Education and EHCPs



Survey- EHCP section
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Have you/your child an EHCP (n=35)



EHCP experience

• 66% reported barriers/challenges to EHCP process
• Delays and refusals
• Lack of support and communication
• Legal action route
• Educational Settings and Support
• Masked Autism and Misunderstanding
• Parental Advocacy and Capacity

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
it's evident that there are several common themes and challenges that families and individuals encounter in this process:Delays and Refusals: Many individuals have faced delays in obtaining EHCPs or have had their initial applications refused, even in cases where there seems to be significant evidence supporting the need for one.Lack of Support and Communication: Families have expressed frustration with the lack of support, understanding, and empathy from schools and local authorities. Slow response times, lack of appropriate communication, and a lack of engagement in the process have been noted.Legal Action: Some families have had to resort to legal action to push for assessments and support, which can be emotionally and financially draining.Educational Settings and Support: There are concerns about the lack of appropriate educational settings and support for different presentations of autism. Some families feel that schools are not adequately equipped to provide support, leading to negative school experiences.Masked Autism and Misunderstanding: Masked autism, where individuals appear to function well but struggle internally, can lead to a lack of understanding and appropriate support in educational settings.Parental Advocacy and Capacity: The success of obtaining an EHCP seems to be influenced by the parental ability and capacity to challenge decisions and navigate the system.Mental Health and Well-being: Some situations have reached a point where the mental health and well-being of the individual are at risk due to the challenges faced in the education system.Inadequate EHCPs: There have been concerns about the content of EHCPs, with important issues and goals not being adequately addressed, and the involvement of teachers rather than dedicated SEND professionals.Inconsistent Follow-through: It seems that there's inconsistency in following the guidelines and meeting deadlines related to EHCP implementation.



63% with EHCP reported got right support:
• TA support
• Tailored support (EHCP)
• Supportive school personnel
• External professional support
• Parents advocating/proactive
• Good transitions 
• School environment and leadership
• Impact of legal and advocacy challenges
• Positive learning environments

31% reported barriers
• Comments from N=2 -variable 

experience- dependent on who 
is involved at time/ minimal 
access to education  due to 
anxiety & additional funding not 
used flexibly

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
A particular TA, who is an older lady and has a good sense of humour, is very supportive. She knows how far she can push our son and knows when he needs a little time out to re-focus. She spends most mornings with him and ensures that he gets to lessons on time.My child, due to the EHCP received 1:1 TA support at primary and now 2:1 TA support at secondary school.SEND lead at school supported positive time out and safe space without judgementThe Senco at school  has been very supportive and is willing to learn about autism in girls - especially 'masking'.I am autistic and in a fortunate position to pay for professional support (EP when school refused and ASC specialist teacher to gather evidence towards mediation when the needs assessment was declined)we have now made contact with an engagement officer within the last 2 months. This has made a difference massively. She has gained a relationship with my daughter which has encouraged her to attend. if only this had happened 2/3 years ago we would have gotten further and not had the obstacles we have faced.She has a mentor at college that she meets up with weekly.Transition Social Worker and LAC Team social worker.  Variable success with SENCos in schools and colleges.   The 6th form are outstanding for Autism strategies and support in my opinion.NAS HerefordWe have received support from a ed Psych, however there seems to be no clarity on authority to drive change. The Senco has recently left the school and we are led to believe that the New Head teacher is driving change towards a school known for its SEND provision. we think is much needed, but cultural change takes time and we are not sure this change will be in time for our Son.Support provided at school has been exemplary. Their head teacher and all of the staff have been exceptionally supportive to both our son and to us as parentsThe Teaching Assitants in the mainstream primary school are great with my child. The Piano tutor is also wonderful and works to his strengthsThere is no support , if you want to get a experienced solicitor they no longer take those that need legal aid . You contact Sendias for help and they are never available .N/ASupport for social skills and engaging with others Support for motor skills and physical development. Support on identifying and expressing emotions Understanding that time and space is needed if overwhelmed



Social Care and Support for Transition



Timely social care assessment and transition 
into adulthood?
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Timely assessment and transition to adulthood with Social Care? n= 65

Series2

Eligibility
Delayed reviews
Support for developing child into adult
Staff change in social care
Lack of transition team
Waiting times for diagnosis
Tick box experience

My child's transition 
went smoothly, i.e. 
initial short visits, 
followed by staying for 
a meal, then gradually 
moving in.



Participation in the Community



66% are not accessing after school activities n=27
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Working Well                          Barriers          
• Not in area/nothing on offer
• The school can't run that many to begin with. He 

was able to do a taster science club but not 
football- I was told he was a safety risk, there 
wasn't enough staff so I'd have to come with him, 
which I couldn't do because I work full-time

• Overwhelmed and emotionally exhausted at end of 
school day

• Anxiety and cost
• No TA support available to after school clubs which 

means he cannot attend
• Timings.  Lack of inclusion for older young people 

with higher functioning Autism who live with a 
hidden disability and therefore present as 
neurologically typical until triggered

• Being excluded from clubs, clubs are not set up to 
meet his needs and so all the clubs we have tried 
have ended unsuccessfully

• My child attends karate and after discussing his 
needs with lead they've supporting his needs to 
make him comfortable to attend

• Being able to listen to music whilst doing art + sitting 
in a quieter room

• St John ambulance service he is a cadet and loves 
it there as everyone treats him kindly

• My child has had the same TA since year 7-9 and is 
planned to keep same TA till end of secondary 
school this consistency has really been beneficial

• he s allowed to join in with after school football, but 
has been excluded from teams.

• he s allowed to join in with after school football, but 
has been excluded from teams.



Improvements to help better participation in the community (1) (n=20)

• Suggestions highlight the importance inclusivity, better understanding and 
awareness, tailored support/accommodation and opportunities. More choice 
and adaptable opportunities to take part was a theme throughout.

• Diverse Access and Understanding:
• Recognizing that there isn't a one-size-fits-all approach and accommodating various needs.
• Adapting the environment to support individuals with autism rather than expecting them to fit 

into the existing framework.
• Community Focus:

• Addressing the current emphasis on tourism and the elderly population, and seeking to expand 
services for other demographics.

• Need for more amenities, play features, and activities catering to young people.
• Support Services:

• Availability of support staff to help children with special educational needs (SEN) participate in 
clubs and activities.

• Challenges of finding suitable childcare options during school holidays.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
More choicesMore understanding that there is more than one way people may need to access activities and services - we live in a 'one box fits all' and also we need to understand that someone with autism does not need to fit in our world, the world needs to be able and ready to adapt to support them.Ledbury as a whole is just geared towards tourists,  the elderly population and this notion of preserving the high Street. We need more amenities,  play features and activities for young people.Continuity of staff Bite sized Emotional support Accepted time outnot sureMore support staff available to allow children with SEN to access clubs activities etc . I really struggle in school holidays as i work and trying to find suitable childcare options is impossibleSchool day is very tiring for my children. They ned to come home to recover from the day in a low demand environmentMore information on things available and more support in knowing where to turn.Public transportMore autistim: neurodiverse friendly activities closer byMore group activitiesUnsureMore inclusion and support. More understanding. More 'Autism Champions'My child attends the geek retreat once a week with his 23 year old (also autistic) sibling.  More assistance in groups like this would be usefula whole school agreed understanding about Autism and how to support it.People generally need more targeted awareness of autism so they eagerly welcome people with autism and so they do not feel marginalised in society or excluded totallyMore for children who have autismMore understanding and training and not so costly . Some of their sen funding that schools don't always spend on the child it's meant for , should use it for outside activities .Offering SEN training to club providers, to encourage them to accept children who are autistic and make helpful adjustments. Disallowing exclusion of SEN children from clubs. Offering SEN specific clubs and weekend activities e.g. lego clubs, a great example from London is https://www.allaboardclub.com/ and I am not aware of anything like this in HerefordshireLack of support in creating helpful routines and using the toilet



Improvements to help better participation in the 
community? (2) (n=20)
• School Environment:

• Acknowledging the fatigue experienced by children with autism 
after a demanding school day.

• Creating low-demand environments for recovery.
• Information and Awareness:

• Providing better information about available resources and 
support.

• Increasing awareness and knowledge about autism within the 
general public.

• Transportation:
• Need for autism-friendly public transport options.

• Neurodiverse Activities:
• Increasing the availability of activities designed to accommodate 

neurodiversity, especially closer to home.

• Social Inclusion:
• Promoting inclusion, understanding, and support- one size does 

not fit all
• Designating "Autism Champions" who can advocate for 

understanding and accommodations.

• Support Groups:
• Enhancing assistance within support groups like the Geek 

Retreat.
• Recognizing the value of sibling support and providing 

appropriate resources.
• Educational Settings:

• Establishing a comprehensive understanding of autism within 
schools and how to support students effectively.

• Society-wide Awareness:
• Encouraging wider societal acceptance and welcome for 

individuals with autism.
• Financial Considerations:

• Making training and support more affordable.
• Ensuring that SEN funding is used appropriately for activities and 

support.

• Inclusive Clubs and Activities:
• Providing SEN training for club providers to facilitate acceptance 

of autistic children.
• Creating clubs and activities specifically designed for children 

with SEN.

• Daily Routines and Toileting:
• Lack of support for establishing helpful routines and addressing 

toileting needs.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
acceptance of the reasonable adjustments that will need to be madeShe doesn't like working with her peer group in large numbersAttendance Some days she is so poorly and overwhelmed and cannot leave the houseOur son is Select Mute and we are aware that this will pose difficulties with any career. He has no idea what career he would like to follow but is   quite able academically. He is roughly a year behind for his age but we hope that he will achieve good GCSE grades in due course. We hope that he is able to pursue further education of some sort.People not understanding how Autism affects me and them not being knowledgeable of the support they should offer or what the Government can offer too. Them not even thinking to bring it up too, even if they are knowledgeable. Always think it will affect my application.As we are not there yet so am not fully aware on what options will be available to my child in a few years I do worry what will be available for him to access from 16+I'm concerned that others involved won't understand my daughter and her needs won't be metNot enough has been done in schools to get this information to the pupils as the mainstream dont do autism in a good wayCommunication issues mean she would struggle with the interview process and probably not get further.Many employers feel concerned about the potential risks or have a lack of understanding about how employing an individual living with Autism would affect their business so do not want to engage in work experience or apprenticeships for them if there is a neurologically typical person who can fill this roleI do not know what will happen to my child after year 11 I do not wish them to go to as this establishment discriminated against my eldest autistic child when he was there and threw him out because of his autism even though both myself and school had fully informed them beforehand of all relevant issues.  Councillor attended a meeting with the college officials and myself and he agreed with me that this establishment should not say it is all inclusive as it is not.  My middle child who has no issues attended there for one year unfortunately during Covid 2020 and made no attempt to make contact with my child or show any interest in their welfare during lockdown. They left after one year and have done extremely well on an apprentice scheme ever since.  I have no confidence what so ever in college.Lack of understanding of autistic people. Fear and ignorance.  Lack of opportunities for those who are off rolled from school. Lack of opportunities for those who are home educated.For non verbal autistics, are employers or anyone offering vocational education willing and able to communicate with them? i do not feel there are communication strategies for autistic people. If they do not speak, they are not heard.My daughter would like to have a job, apprenticeship or a course and she has tried but couldn't cope because her needs are not taking into account and she had to leave and now feels useless and doesn't know what to do with her life which gets her downWider public do not understand Autism.I am a one-to-one 24/7 carer for my son. EHCP refused. MASH support refused. CAMHS support refused. He can now read, but can lash out, so needs a support worker.Social aspect.



Access to vocational education
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